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BIOLOGY 475 -  MAMMALOGY LECTURE (Tentative)
Fall Semester 2014 
Paul Hendricks
Office:HS 212 Office Hours: MWF 9:00-10:00 am
Phone: 243-4743 or by appointment
Email: paul.hendricks@umontana.edu
Teaching Assistants: Tom Brekke, Robert Niese
Lecture Location: FOR 104
Laboratory Location: HS 202
Required Text: Feldhamer et al. Mammalogy, 3rd edition (2007)
Date Tonic Readings
Aug 25 M Introduction
Aug 27 W Characteristics Chapt. 4: p.61-62
Aug 29 F Characteristics
Sep 1 M **HOLIDAY**
Sep 3 W Origins Chapt. 4: p 48-61; paper 1
Sep 5 F Origins Chapt 11: p 220, 222-224
Sep 8M Systematics Chapt 3: p 38-45
Sep 10W Systematics
Sep 12 F Zoogeography (Historical) Chapt 5; paper 2-3
Sep 15 M Zoogeography (Historical)
Sep 17 W Zoogeography (Historical; MT fauna)
Sep 19 F Zoogeography (Ecological) Chapt 26: 492-495
Sep 22 M Zoogeography (Ecological)
Sep 24 W Zoogeography (Ecological)
Sep 26 F Zoogeography (Ecological) paper 4
Sep 29 M Review
Oct 1 W **EXAM 1**
Oct 3 F Ecology (Community) Chapt 24: p 452-454
Oct 6 M Ecology (Habitat)
Oct 8 W Ecology (Trophic Cascades) papers 5-8 (trophic cascades)
Oct 10 F Lecture exam results review
Oct 13 M Ecology (Trophic Cascades)
Oct 15 W Environmental Adaptations (heat transfer) Chapt 9
Oct 17 F Environmental Adaptations (cold) papers 9-10 (hibernation)
Oct 20 M Environmental Adaptations (cold)
Oct 22 W Environmental Adaptations (cold)
Oct 24 F Environmental Adaptations (heat)
Oct 27 M Environmental Adaptations (heat)
Oct 29 W Domestication
Oct 31 F Domestication
Nov 3 M Review
Nov 5 W **EXAM2**
Nov 7 F Mammalian Sleep Chapt 6: p 150-154; 
Nov 10 M Mammalian Sleep papers 11-12 (sleep)
Nov 12 W Mammalian Sleep 
Nov 14 F Lecture exam results review 
Nov 17 M Chiroptera (general biology) Chapt 13; papers 13-15 (bats)
Nov 19 W 
Nov 21 F 
Nov 24 M 
Nov 26 W 
Nov 28 F 
Dec 1 M 
Dec 3 W 
Dec 5 F 
Dec 9 T
Chiroptera (general biology) 
Chiroptera (echolocation) 
Chiroptera (flight, ecology) 
**HOLIDAY** 
**HOLIDAY**
Chiroptera (ecological services, migration, WNS)
Diseases (Rabies, Plague, Brucellosis, emerging infectious diseases) 
Review
**FINAL EXAM** [08:00-10:00 am]
Lecture
Information that will be presented this semester will be posted on the class website. Please bear 
with me if I flub things a time or two. New material may appear there each week or as new 
topics are presented; I will let you know in advance when this is the case. My goal is to post 
copies of all handouts for lectures and labs at this site. I will be using PowerPoint presentations 
during lecture. I will post these on the class website as well, but typically after I have completed 
a topic. Plan on taking detailed notes during lecture as I present the material, but remember you 
will eventually have access to the images I use in lecture.
The lecture will be devoted to generalized topics that pertain to mammalian characteristics, 
origins, diversity and ecology, and things that capture my fancy. Periodically, specific studies 
will be presented from “recent” literature to detail various topics. When this is done, I will post 
pdf reprints of the appropriate research at the class website. Because the lecture syllabus is 
tentative, I will inform you when a new pdf has been posted. My intent is to post these in 
advance of when they are discussed so that you have time to read them prior to lecture and can 
come prepared to discuss them during lecture.
Grading for the course
There are three exams that cover the lecture portion of the course. Exams I and II will be worth 
100 points each, Exam III (Final) will be worth 150 points. These exams will be largely essay in 
nature: the final is comprehensive. There will be three laboratory exams worth 100 points each, 
and a laboratory quiz worth 15 points (see the lab syllabus and lab policies and procedures 
handout). The lab exams will be of a practical nature where specimens will be placed out for 
identification and additional questions asked pertaining to them. Additionally, each student will 
produce a term paper for the semester worth 100 points, and two other brief written assignments 
(“Mammalian Species” account outline, Mammals of Missoula County list) worth a total of 25 
points (see the lab syllabus). Also during the semester, each student will observe and document 
tree squirrels in 10 journal entries (see the lab syllabus and “Field observation of tree squirrels” 
handout). Journals will be worth a maximum of 50 points (5 points per entry).
Lecture
Lecture Exam 1 100 points 
Lecture Exam 2 100 points 
Final Exam 150 points
Lab
Lab Quiz 15 points 
Lab Exam 1 100 points 
Lab Exam 2 100 points 
Lab Exam 3 100 points 
“Mammalian Species” account outline 10 points 
Mammals of Missoula County list 15 points 
Journaling: tree squirrel observations 50 points
Term Paper (MT Mammal Species in Heritage website format) 100 points (60 points for 
initial submission, 40 points 
for revision)
Total Possible for Course 840 points
No makeup exams will be given and no additional work or papers will be accepted for 
credit. Questions on the grading of an exam must be brought to my attention within one
week of their return.
